A novel middle-wavelength opsin (M-opsin) null-mutation in the retinal cone dysfunction rat.
The disease-causing gene which underlies a naturally occurring X-linked mutant cone dysfunction Sprague-Dawley rat model was investigated. Full-field electroretinogram (ERG) and simple sequence length polymorphism analyses were applied to 441-second filial generation rats that were derived from crossing a mutant rat and a Brown-Norway rat. After identifying a mutation mapping within the telomeric region of chromosome X, a candidate gene related to retinal cone function in this region was further screened using real-time PCR, immunohistochemistry and histological methods. The results showed that a G-to-T substitution at the splice acceptor site of intron 4 was present in the opsin 1, medium-wave sensitive (Opn1mw) gene, thereby causing down-regulated transcription and translation. These changes were consistent with abnormities seen in the ERG response. However, there was no significant histological change in the mutant rat retina. Therefore, we infer from this that the causative gene for the mutation is Opn1mw and consequently term this a middle-wavelength opsin cone dysfunction (MCD) rat model. The deficiency in vision of the MCD rat is similar to the color vision defects that occur in humans with a color vision defect but without recessive retinal degeneration. This rat model may be useful for understanding the mechanism that is responsible for color vision and for developing clinical therapies for several retinal dystrophies caused by cone opsin deficiencies.